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The urban analysis revealed issues such as lack of connectivity within the site and to sur-

rounding neighborhoods, a loop-hole for employment opportunities and non-functional site 

edges acting as physical and mental barriers. In an effort to
 resolve these individually

while working towards the urban redevelopment scheme, several urban systems such

as infrastructure and built e
nvironment were implemented for the generation of eco-

nomically viable, environmentally sustainable, and socially vibrant urban communi-

ties. The team considered two existing programs outside of the RFQ (Pimlico

Elementary School and Rec center) to
 be acting as edge anchors that stabilize

the site and surrounding neighborhoods. To enhance the stability,
 the design

intervention explores the addition of other stabilizing anchors such as a co-

mmunity hub centered at the core of the site with an urban farm and a mi-

cro-house park on the site edges.
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discovered the various physical site edges in terms of building typologies (sin-
gle-family detached, rowhouses, insitutional)and land use (residential, commercial, 
insitutional).

This street network analysis showed Park Heights Avenue as being a major col-
lector road going North and South. The diagram also discovered the disconnected 
street network system between East and West which establishes mental barriers 
between the site and the surrounding neighborhoods. 

This diagram shows a lack of public amenities and employment opportunities im-
mediate to the site. 





ANCORES
The ANCORES Proposal maximizes the use of the existing 

introduces new anchors to stabilize the upcoming community.

ECONOMICALLY PRODUCTIVE

SOCIALLY VIBRANT

ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE
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Provides a job
      market in an eco-
      mic loophole are

Acts as an anomoly
      in a highly residential
      area

Brings amenities nearby
      residents (grocery, shops)

Gives room to diversify the
      neighborhood demographically



PEDESTRIAN ROADWAYSThe Pedestrian Alleys and Attached Backyards are sandwiched between two vehicular corridors--one immediate frontage along Park Heights Avenue contrasted with the frontyard space on Palmer Avenue is 

the measure of privacy that differentiates the public realm from the residential realm.
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the measure of privacy that differentiates the public realm from the residential realm.

PEDESTRIAN ROADWAYS

SOCIAL VIBRANCE

The Pedestrian Alleys and Attached Backyards are sandwiched between two vehicular corridors—one public and the other 
Avenue contrasted with the frontyard space on Palmer Avenue is the measure of privacy that differentiates the public realm 

from the residential realm.

Provides layers of privacy and semi-publicity
Makes room for community life

Accommodates a dense population with pockets of relief



ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE

THE MICRO PARK
The Micro Park is an open, environmentally sustainable recreational neighborhood on the outskirts of the project RFQ. 
This subcommunity is the development’s environmental implementation, to responsibly support the natural landscape and 
to encourage healthy, conservative and low cost lifestyles. The core of the park serves as the primary experience for the 
pedestrian network.

Serves as a new typological implementation in the city
Adds prominence to the cityscape via Park Heights
The park is a public pedestrian experience to open up the 
new typology to the surrounding community
A low density relief to highly dense environment
Promotes modest living


